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Enhancing educational opportunities, supporting grassroots initiatives
and fostering cultural exchanges in Nicaragua and the United States

In 2018...

Children at Siares Elementary School hold up the early reader books
they were able to keep as a result of our access to a new photocopier.

18 Vermont youth

participated in Nicaraguan
Cultural Immersion camp.

65 different book titles were
printed on our photocopier.

92 people volunteered on
service trips to Nicaragua.

97 first graders borrowed
photocopied book packets
from La Chispa library.

113 girls received Days for
Girls hygiene kits.

1,472 students in eight

elementary schools were visited
by our Mobile Library for Peace.

4,844 visits were made
to La Chispa Library to read,
play and study.

$14,003 was

invested in the local Nicaraguan
economy as payments to host
families who provided homes
and meals for visiting volunteers.

Promoting Literacy One Copy
at a Time

A

photocopier may not seem like big news, but at our library in Nicaragua, it means a whole lot! Thanks to generous funding from the TAG
Foundation, Planting Hope purchased a heavy-duty photocopier at the
beginning of 2018. The copier, along with an online subscription to downloadable
books, gives us the opportunity to print multiple copies of early reader and chapter
books to get reading materials into the hands of kids who don’t have books in their
homes or schools. Rural preschool teachers and scholarship students are also able
to use the copier at the library to print material from the internet that they use
in their classrooms. Having the photocopier is another example of how just one,
simple tool can reach so many people and change so many lives!

Current Situation in
Nicaragua, November 2018
By Mercedes Guerrero Arista, Planting
Hope Director in Nicaragua and Glenda
Marisol Membreño Guardado, Educational
Programs Coordinator

protests have become less violent, there
is continued oppression throughout the
country and a desire for things to return
to normal.

T

since they are the future of our country.
The situation has affected Planting Hope
in many ways. We made the decision
in August to cancel our 2019 Service
Learning trips, due to the violence and
oppression in Nicaragua throughout
2018. Because Planting Hope relies so
much on learning and service trips to
Nicaragua to generate income for our
operating budget, the organization had to
let go of six employees.

he last seven months we have lived The crisis has affected all Nicaraguans
in some way. Many people have lost their
through in Nicaragua have been
jobs, which has led to massive migration
filled with difficulty and chaos,
of people to seek better opportunities
but we have learned a lot from them. As
an organization these times of crisis have and with a desire to find a job outside
Nicaragua. There are families that lost
helped us to be more united, to be more
a relative during the conflicts; others
supportive and to feel more committed
to children. We have focused our energy experienced the pain of having a family
on creating a healthy environment where member detained in a prison where there Due to the difficult economic situation,
at the end of September, we also had
are reports of torture. People are still
they can feel safe at La Chispa Library.
arbitrarily detained and all Nicaraguans to close the Mobile Library for Peace
On April 18, 2018, civilian-led
continue with both uncertainty and hope project in the rural communities, leaving
the eight schools and 1,472 children we
demonstrations broke out throughout
that the situation will improve.
have been serving without educational
Nicaragua in response to the
visits and enrichment classes.
We all hope that soon there will be
government’s proposed social security
transparent elections in the country,
reforms. Although the reforms were
The farewell in these communities was
where the people can decide for
quickly rescinded, the peoples’ protests
difficult for the children as well as for
themselves if there will be peace in
turned into battle-cries for the
Planting Hope staff and the communities’
Nicaraguan President to step down. For Nicaragua, a peace with justice.
parents and teachers. We realized that in
months, civilians were met with violence
these communities we left many friends
But
while
everything
is
being
arranged
and state-wide repression of their right
and
said goodbye to all the work that we
and
rearranged
in
Nicaragua,
we
must
to free speech. Transportation became
have
done. We have sowed a seed of hope
continue
working
for
education,
teaching
a challenge, everything became more
in
each
child we have served, and when
children,
cultivating
values.
We
must
expensive, many people lost their jobs,
we
see
them
dancing, singing, playing,
watch
over
the
well-being
of
the
children
and fear gripped the nation. While
when they smile confidently and feel safe,
we know that Planting Hope has been
there, changing children’s lives for the
better.
We also had to close the office facilities
in San Ramón, the homebase of our
volunteers, since in 2019, we will not
host any delegations of volunteers in
Nicaragua; we are still in a state of high
alert as an unsafe country and the U.S.
does not recommend travel here.

Mobile LIbrary bus and Planting Hope staff saying farewell to
children in the rural community of Danilo Gonzalez.
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Finally, we had to reduce the working
hours of our Executive Director
in Vermont as a way to save money.
Despite reducing our staffing hours and
programs, we have managed to maximize
our efforts and thus respond to the needs
that have arisen in many of our partner
communities.

We want children in these times of crisis to experience reading,
to let their minds fly, and to know that we can have a better world
or even a better country.
—Mercedes Guerrero Arista and Glenda Marisol Membreño Guardado

Glenda Marisol Membreño Guardado at La Chispa Library, at left, and Mercedes Guerrero Arista saying goodbye to Mobile Library students.

Tuesday and Thursday. In this area,
children and volunteers engage in
reading, crafts, and games.

Although not all of our staff are currently
active with the organization, it is good to
recognize that the Planting Hope family,
both in Vermont and in Nicaragua, has
been watching over and supporting staff
in whatever way it can. We know that if
in the future the opportunity to employ
more workers presents itself, we will
rehire our past teachers, as they have the
skills and abilities to integrate into the
communities we serve, and they have the
heart to make it all possible.

At the library, we are continuing with
painting and computer classes as well
as helping the primary and secondary
school children with their homework and
research assignments.

The current crisis and the lack of
personnel to go to rural communities
has led us to focus more on children of
the urban area of Matagalpa. Despite
the fact that they live in the city, they
also have needs and deficiencies in
many educational areas due to a lack of
resources. Currently in the La Chispa
Library, we opened a new area with a
generous donation from the Wyomissing
Foundation for a story corner, where
we serve more than 20 children every

This year, we began a new kind of
partnership with the first grade teachers
of La Tilburg school in La Chispa. This
partnership involves the first graders
visiting the library and taking prereading and reading books (printed on
the photocopier with a downloadable
book subscription funded by the TAG
Foundation) from the library home with
them, so that they can read with their
father, mother, siblings or grandparents.
We currently have a total of 39 book

We continue to serve the students of
the Tilburg school, where we support
480 children with our modified, urban
mobile library model. Instead of
Those of us who are still working for
bringing books and educators to the
Planting Hope have had to redouble our
efforts to ensure that our flagship project, schools, the children and their teacher
come to us and engage in activities in the
La Chispa Library, is running smoothly
library. The extra-curricular activities we
and that the children of La Chispa and
offer at the library are literacy, art, dance,
its surrounding neighborhoods are well
music and computer classes.
attended.

packets and these are rotating among
three first grade classrooms.
We hope this project will have a positive
impact because we want children in
these times of crisis to experience
reading, to let their minds fly, and to
know that we can have a better world
or even a better country. We want to
promote that children and parents
spend more time together and that
families dedicate a little of their free
time together to reading books. Here in
Nicaragua, it is not common for a library
to lend books to take home because
they believe that the books might come
back dirty, damaged, stained, or not be
returned at all. We know we are taking
a risk but we feel it is worth it since we
are promoting the values of reading and
trust in children in Nicaragua.
To conclude, we want to thank infinitely
all of the donors who have believed and
trusted in Planting Hope. We know
that it is with great effort that you make
donations, because you also want a better
world. We hope to continue counting on
your support.Thanks to your donations,
we can continue promoting education
for the children of Matagalpa and its
surrounding communities.
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Planting Hope Staff Updates
created nine choreographies to present at go. Thank you to the leaders of Planting
holiday events. I also trained four soccer Hope for knowing me and accepting me
teams and the center entrusted me with a as I am.
group of interns.
I have two children and sometimes it has
The day I returned to the Planting Hope been hard to take care of them. Planting
office in San Ramón, I was welcomed
Hope has always been a flexible employer.
by the host families. They knew I had
Some days I had to take my children to
been very sick during the previous year
the communities with me to work, which
and had advised me to change. I know
they have allowed.
that sometimes in my work activities I
I am sad the Mobile Library closed. I
Marvin Kraudy has taught music, dance,
had let the organization down. I take
PE and theater with Planting Hope since
the opportunity to apologize to Planting have been part of it since the project
started. It is sad to watch the children
2012. Recently Planting Hope supported
Hope, teachers and volunteers who saw
watch
us leave, because they love us and
him while he went to a rehabilitation center me in that state, but now God-willing,
need
us
a lot. The way they run and
for four months. In April, Marvin resumed this will not happen again.
embrace us when we arrive tells us we
his work with Planting Hope’s Mobile
Now I am working harder than ever for
have done something right!
Library and at La Chispa Library.
Planting Hope. It has been 11 months
It feels good to know that we have helped
irst of all I want to thank Planting
since I tried any alcohol or cigarettes. I
these children, parents and even teachers.
Hope for giving me the opportunity have completely distanced myself from
Hopefully
Mobile Library will open
in this life and in my work, to
vices and I am more focused on sports
again
so
that
we can continue to give
be able to turn my life around. Last
and my work. I thank God for the
opportunities to children in the future.
year, Planting Hope supported me by
wonderful gifts he has given me.
Thanks to Planting Hope, I have met
offering me the opportunity to go to a
***
many kind and good people and I have
rehabilitation center. I realized that with
seen many beautiful places. If the mobile
so many gifts that God gave me, I was
When La Chispa Library first opened in
library
opens, I am available once again
wasting them, so I accepted. The day
2002, Cindy Raquel Méndez was a fifth
to
continue
working.
I left, my co-workers accompanied me,
grader and studied English there with
giving me words of encouragement.
Planting Hope Founder, Beth Merrill.
Later she became a high school scholarship
When I arrived at the center, I was
student and eventually became a Mobile
welcomed by men, women, teenagers all
Library
for Peace teacher, until she was
with different vices. Mine was alcoholism.
recently
let go
The hardest thing for me was the first
due
to
budget
week. By the second week, I started to
cuts.
adapt. In the center, I learned to live
day to day. I asked God to help me not
lanting
relapse when I left the center, since I
Hope
was dreaming of alcohol. I realized that
has
recovery is personal. In the month of
watched
January I learned that even though I was
me grow up.
in the center, away from my family and
Thank you
friends, I felt blessed. I prospered and
for enduring
thanks to God, was victorious.
Recently, Cindy opened a small grocery store,
me and
where she sells basic food and knickknacks.
At the center, I practiced the same things my sometimes insistent and crazy
When she goes to the market to do the shoppersonality. I feel that I have matured a
that I do with Planting Hope: Dance
ping her eldest son Anderson stays and takes
little, but I know that I still have more to care of the store.
classes, music, theater and sports. We

F

P
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Rediscovering Hope
Educational Opportunities
in Times of Crisis
Photos by Nathan Suter

Dear Planting Hope sustainers,

W

hen civil unrest broke out
in Nicaragua last April, it
seemed like it might be the
end of Planting Hope. I was ready to
give up. Roadblocks and violence in the
streets of Nicaragua quickly turned
the country from one of the safest
destinations in Central America to
one of the most dangerous. Our work,
requiring traveling to rural communities,
was threatened by the inability to
travel in the country, and with travel to
Nicaragua being so risky, our model of
offering service adventure trips for U.S.
volunteers to work alongside our teachers
in Nicaragua suddenly was not viable.
We knew that in 2019, we wouldn’t be
able to generate income from trip fees
to fund our yearly operating budget. It
Above, Planting Hope’s February MultiGenerational Volunteer Delegation to
seemed like Planting Hope’s end had
Nicaragua at Laguna de Apoyo in Masaya.
arrived.
Right, Planting Hope introduced Cuisinare
But when we were able to take some deep rods to Nicaraguan students and their teachers
breaths and look back at what we had
to bring math learning to a new level with
created over the past 17 years, and all
hands-on manipulatives that felt like playing.
we had to lose, we knew that we must go
on. Since 2002, thousands of children
The moral of the story, I’ve found, is if
have grown up with La Chispa Library
you can’t do everything, do something.
in their community, as a second home to
And do that something well and with
study, play, paint, use computers, read
intention. It has been a joy to watch
books for pleasure, and find supportive
Mercedes, Marisol, and Marvin, our
adults to help them through school. We
three remaining teaching staff, take on
made the hard decision to let go of six of
extra roles over these past two months,
our staff members and close the Mobile
pouring their whole hearts and full atLibrary that has been visiting communitention into La Chispa Library’s patrons.
ties for six years, enabling us to pool our
We
hope to do more in the future, but
resources to take care of the La Chispa
Library. For now, we have suspended our now isn’t the time to abandon hope and
children who have come to count on a
volunteer service trips and rural school
library in their community. Now is the
visits, with the hope that as Nicaragua’s
time to offer them an escape from the
stability returns, we will once again be
able to invite volunteers to Nicaragua and violence and uncertainty in their country
by giving them access to a good book, a
travel to rural communities to provide
painting class, a scholarship or a teacher
more hands-on education there. Though
who can make the difference.
our capacities are limited and our staff
smaller as a result of an unforeseen crisis,
But for this, we will need your help, now
our work is not finished. It has become
more than ever before. To ensure we can
more challenging, but it’s not over.

best serve these children, we are asking
you do to everything you can this year to
help us overcome an incredible challenge
that neither we, nor the people of Nicaragua have ever faced before. Your financial
support will help us to go on, even when
it seems like the odds are against us.
We know that, even during these most
challenging times, we must continue to
serve Nicaragua’s children, and we know
that we can only do it with your generous
support.

Beth A. Merrill
Founder & Executive Director
beth@plantinghope.org
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Volunteers

Volunteers in Nicaragua & Vermont: Ceres
& Beth Ann Porter, Jed Lowy, Cindy Gauthier,
Ginger Knight, Jane Miller-Arsenault, Anja
Rand, Madison Roberge, Ezra Merrill-Triplett,
Nathan Suter, Erin Aguayo.

Service Learning
Adventure Trip
Participants

Rivendell Academy: Paige Radney, Laszlo
Bardos, Isabelle Formica , Eadie Molesworth,
Max Haehnel, Moria Haehnel, Madelyn
Eastburn, Katelyn Marie Woodbeck, Samuel
Surprenant, Brian Howe, Rachel O’Hearn
Central Vermont Multi-Generational:
Cynthia Gauthier, Alison Gauthier, Grant
Gunther, Anna Knauss, Brooke Houghton,
Rebecca Thomson , Jesse Colnes , Dane
Lieberman, Barrett Liebermann , Meredith
Scott & Zoey Irwin, Jen, Dan, Jacob & Jane
Miller-Arsenault, Morgan & Asa Lloyd,
Nathan & Amani Suter, Mia Smith, Madison
Roberge, Ginger Knight, Steve & Heidemarie
Holmes-Heiss, Paul Angell
University of New Mexico Occupational
Therapy: Heidi Sanders, Kathleen “Mo”
Taylor, Kimberly Willard, Hannah Bloom,
Matthew Bernstein & Isaac Radford Bloom,
Margaret Stewart, Emily Stark, Sidney
Marable, Maia Wynn, Jillian Martinez, Tianna
Redstrom, Oksana Tretiak, Leighar Collins,
Kathryn Sorroche, Gaylene Tool, Patty
Stevens, Terrena Vigil
St. Johnsbury Academy: Katie, Terrence,
Nick & Ellie Reed, Azariah Thoma, Rebecca
Duarte Green, Alexander Crosson, Nathaniel
Atkins, Haley Elizabeth Elliot, Mason Castle,
Noah Glenshaw, Cassandra Kinerson, Logan
Samuels, Frances Holderby, Sage D’Muhala,
Mikaylah Payeur, Joia Covert
Randolph Union High School: Simona
Talos, “Elijah” Hawkes, Alex Brown, Dylan
Marie Patton, “Zi” Boosna , Becky Johnson,
Ainsley Faith Cook, Amanda Elizabeth
Rosalbo, Liam Connolly, Natalie Irene Strand,
Anna Jickling, Krista Sargent, Kathryn
Jones, Nina Mazzella, Paul Strand, Zachary
Whitmore, James Grandy, Samuel Kimball,
Shea Fordham

Special Thanks to:
All Together Now!

Bethany Church of Montpelier
Community National Bank
Connect Roasters
Dana Woodruff

Days for Girls, Central VT Chapter

Delta Kappa Gamma International
Society, Delta Chapter
Henniker San Ramon

Keurig Employer Match

Palo Alto Networks Foundation
TAG Philanthropic Foundation

Tee Thomas & Montpelier Spanish
Speakers Group
Teens Reaching Youth (TRY)

Unitarian Church of Montpelier
Community Pouch
Wyomissing Foundation
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Thank You!
This list has been prepared with care based on donations made in our last fiscal year (October 1, 2017September 30, 2018). If your name has been omitted or listed incorrectly, please let us know so we can
correct our records.

Donors

Linda Adams
Barbara Adams
David Ahrens
Rose & Richard Allen
Renee & Aaron Ancel
John Andrews
Paul Angell
Anonymous
Sally & Dave Armstrong
Hedi Ballantyne
Mike Ballard &
Caroline Beer
Helen Beattie &
Brendan Buckley
Marcia Bellas &
Rick West
Susan & Jerome
Bernstein
J Mark Billian
Anita Blakely
Darryl & Barney Bloom
Jack Bopp
Ron & Pam Cameron
Jenna Cameron
Sally Cargill
Paul & Sandal Cate
Michelle Champoux
Catherine Charron
Rhoda & Robert
Chickering
Nancy Chickering &
Kris Hammer
Hal Cohen
Ellen & Fred Connor
Paul Costello
Bill Dalsimer
Amy Darley
Chip, Alisa, Sammy
& Charlie Darmstadt
Jean & Charlie
Dickinson
William Donahue
Kirsten & Tom Dunn
Sydney Dunn
Ali Dunn
Peter & Ann Earle
Liza & Lincoln
Earle-Centers
Gail Falk
Amy, Ellie & Eneko Farr
Anne Ferguson
John Fisher
Priscilla Fox &
Steve Klein
Annie Gaillard
Michael & Diane
Gavrish
Phyllis Giordano
Kristin Glaser
Joanne Greenberg

Leslie & William Haines
Paul & Esther Hammer
Heidemarie & Steve
Holmes-Heiss
Lynne Herbert
Jessica Hesselbergm
Ethan Hubbard
Averill Huff
Jim & Molly Hutton
Sue Iliff
Anchal Jain
Donna Jerry
Laura & Jimmy Kalp
Michael Katzenberg
& Linda Prescott
Joseph Keich
Linda Kiniry
Karen Klotz &
Jerry Schneider
Sierra Klotz &
Evaristo Gutierrez
Jane, Paul, Wilson
& Ginger Knight
Morgan Family
Foundation
Pam Laser & Eric
Daniel & Corey Hart
Dorothy Laser
Helene & Mike Laurenti
Barbara Leber
Joe Loga
Jed Lowy
Christopher &
Veda Lyon
Garet Allen Malley
Irina Markova &
Steve Gold
Missieli Mason Souza
Loretta Matarazzo
Suzie & Geo McCoy
Ruth & Robert
McCullough
Duncan & Belle
McDougall
Marie & Jim McWilliam
John Mele
Mary Mello
Peter, Janet &
Kim Merrill
Beth Merrill &
Josue Montalvan
Jen & Dan MillerArsenault Family
Aminadax Montalvan
& Pilar Galeote
Lillian Moore
Paul & Paula
Moore-Treadwell
Keith Morgan
Sarah Morgan &
Eric Remick
Ann Moulton
Kris Murphy

Stephen &
Cindy Murphy
Martin Murphy
John Murray
Michele, Joe, Justin &
Caroline Murray
Emily Nahat &
John Angell
Martha Newell &
Mike Kadas
Teresa & Jack Novick
Ann O’Laughlin
Conrad & Anne
Ormsbee
Barbara, Robert
& Trevor Patterson
Kris Pavek &
Samantha Dean
Blaine Paxton &
Tracey McVetty
Leigh Pelletier
Rick Peyser
Victoria & David
Pierson
Barb & Allen Ploof
Janet & John Poeton
Adam & Colleen Popkin
Post-Kinney Family
Don Post
Alexis Powell
Nancy Reed
Katie & Terrence Reed
Kevin & Leah Reynolds
Marcia & Steven Riley
Brenda Ringwald
Cindy Robbins
Cara Robechek &
Donald DeVoil
Amanda Rosalbo
Kate Ross &
Larry Becker
Karen Saudek
Ed Sbardellati
Annie Schafer
Seidman Family
Foundation
Rebecca Sheppard
& John Bloch
Michael & Nancy
Sherman
Scott & Mary Just
Skinner
Emily Sloan
Terry & Zivah Solomon
Ben & Torrey Smith
Carol Specht
Jane & Dick Staudt
Daniel Stearns
Kimberly & Glen Sturgis
Stephan & Linn Syz
Lisa Szucs
Christine Terry

Peter Thoms &
Abby Colihan
Molly Jane Thoms
Emily Ufford &
Nery Trigueros
Heidi Vietze & Van Carr
Joanne Vyce &
Allen Castellano
Ruth & Paul
Wallace-Brodeur
Harris Webster
Ben Weyl
Lindsay White
K.C. Whiteley
Elizabeth Wirls
Elizabeth & Cate Wirth
Hannah Wirth
& Onel Salazar
David Witke
Deb Wolf
Charles Wooldridge &
Jackie Barnhardt
Karen Yacos
Mark Yorra & Kit Gates
Shari & Karia Young
Ella Lou & Ray Zirblis

in memory of:

Hedi Ballantyne
by Beth Merrill,
Joka Montalvan,
Ezra & Maizy
Bill Haines
by Leslie Haines

in Honor of:

Maxine Leary
by Anonymous
Beth Merrill
by David Witke
William Ploof
by Allen & Barb Ploof
Otis & Ben Loga
by Joe Loga
Milton Armas’
Graduation by Chip
Darmstadt & Laura Kalp
Jack Bopp’s Birthday
Fundraiser: Jack
Mchale, Paul Morse,
Kerry Coffin, Anthony
Caplan, Roni Hardy,
Therese Bopp Urato,
Jack Kratzer, Craig
Blouin, Kathy Jones
Ashton, Erin Potterton,
Molly Bopp, Bernadette
Bopp Buckland, Maura
Keneally McVeigh,
Steve Shedlin, Donna
Moore, Melanie
Hamilton, Dean
Stevens, Skip Courtney,
Yogini Tracy, John
Bopp, Christina Bopp
Wettje

La Chispa Library’s New Look

T

hanks to funding from the
Wyomissing Foundation,
Planting Hope was able to build
an accessible library entryway and
bathroom for La Chispa Library. In
addition, a new water storage tank was
built to ensure that water is available
during the daily water rationing in the
community. The library also received a
much needed new coat of paint, complete
with a mural created by art teacher
Israel Urbina and his students. A new
second story addition provides a reading
and craft corner for local kids to come
and relax after school. Kids now have a
space to play and read, separate from the
research area.

Scholarship students form part of
Planting Hope’s team, even more so since
we reduced our library staff at the end of
2018. Currently, there are nine workstudy scholarship students who help
operate La Chispa Library and 23 rural
scholarship students and community
preschool teachers.
Here are some words from one of the
scholarship students who works at La
Chispa Library.
Hello, my name is Sirlem Guadalupe
Gutiérrez. I am 20 years old and have been
a scholarship student at La Chispa Library
since 2017. Long before applying for a
scholarship, I grew up visiting the library. I
always wanted to work for Planting Hope
to help visiting students with their daily
homework.
For me, a scholarship is a great opportunity
and experience. In addition to earning
a stipend for my school expenses, I get to
help others and participate in activities. I

can read and access books that may not be
found in other libraries, especially English
books, which help me with my English
university major. I have also found a space
to put into practice some skills that I possess,
like folkloric dance.
would have to travel, incur expenses, and
invest more time to study, but thanks to
Planting Hope’s contribution is very
Planting Hope, we visit the library like a
important because it benefits not only our
second home.
neighborhood, Walter Mendoza, but also
many surrounding neighborhoods and
The only thing I could wish for is that the
communities. Besides being a place to
library will continue for many more years
investigate, children can play, read, or meet contributing to the culture and education in
to do work. If we didn’t have the library, we our country and neighborhood. For all that
you have done for us and for your donations,
I want to thank you with all my heart. I
can guarantee that every resource we have,
thanks to you, is used to the max by all the
inhabitants of our area. Thank you!

Thanks to Planting Hope, we visit the library
like a second home.

—Sirlem Guadalupe Gutiérrez.
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Collaboration with Days for
Girls on Menstrual Health

Above left, fifth and sixth grade girls receive their colorful kits provided by Days For Girls Central Vermont Chapter. Above right, Mobile
Library teacher Nereyda Urbina uses a homemade model to explain the menstrual cycle to fifth and sixth graders in rural Nicaragua.

P

lanting Hope recently partnered
with a Central Vermont educator, Dana Woodruff to deliver
reproductive health topics to Nicaragua!,
Dana modeled an an interactive way to
teach health lessons to Mobile Library
teachers in Nicaragua via Skype. Teachers then created their own cloth models
of the reproductive system to bring these
lessons out of a textbook and to life in the
classroom. Planting Hope also partnered
with the Central Vermont chapter of
Days for Girls, an international organization whose volunteers sew washable
maxi-pads to be sent to girls around the
world with the aim of helping them to
be able to attend school even when they
have their periods. According to their
website, “Days for Girls increases access
to menstrual care and education by developing global partnerships, cultivating
social enterprises, mobilizing volunteers,
and innovating sustainable solutions

would suspect held these supplies.
that shatter stigmas and limitations for
women and girls. Together, we’re creating
“When the topic of girls’ and women’s
a world with dignity, health, and opporhealth was introduced, the girls were first
tunity for all.” (www.daysforgirls.org)
a little shy,” Planting Hope staff comPlanting Hope teachers worked with girls ment. “Since we were working with fifth
and boys in fifth and sixth grades at seven and sixth grade girls, they had studied
the topic a bit, but in a more theoretidifferent rural schools to discuss the
cal way. Bringing them a physical model
physical and emotional changes which
of the female reproductive organs that
happen during adolescence. Girls met
they could see and touch helped build
separately with Planting Hope teachers
their confidence and they lost some of
who facilitated lessons about adolescent
their shyness and started to enjoy talking
body changes and sexual and reproducabout the topic.
tive health. Girls had a space to ask
questions about their bodies to educators that they trust. Planting Hope then “Aside from this, we talked about personal hygiene beliefs in Nicaragua, such
distributed Days for Girls menstrual
as what not to do when you have your
health drawstring storage bags and kits
period. For example, students noted that
to 113 girls who could choose a colorful
their grandmothers say that when you
bag filled with bright, reusable feminine
hygiene supplies, eliminating the need to have your period you can’t bathe and you
can’t eat certain foods like beans, eggs
purchase supplies when they have their
and cream, because these can cause infecperiods. They were excited to choose a
tions.
beautiful drawstring bag, which no one

Girls had a space to ask questions about
their bodies to educators that they trust.
8
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“Getting new information and having
their questions answered with their peers
was an empowering experience for the
girls in these rural schools.”

Collaboration with
Vermont Organizations
All Together Now! Camp

TRY Science in Nicaragua

In August, Planting Hope hosted the first ever Spanish
Language and Nicaraguan Culture Immersion Camp at All
Together Now! in East Montpelier. Campers got a taste of
homemade Nicaraguan treats, from homemade salsa to ChocoBananas and watermelon popsicles. They were also introduced
to games, songs, and summer fun in Spanish! Special guest
Jener Arauz showed children how to use coffee as a type of
paint, and Planting Hope volunteer coordinator Yasser Hernandez Perez led the campers in salsa, merengue and folkloric
dance moves in a beautiful outdoor setting. More information
at alltogethernowvt.org.

Top, Ginger Knight reads the “Tree Farmer” to kids in Nicaragua.
Above, Mia Smith teaches the water cycle to kids at La Garita School
in San Ramon.

Top, campers follow Planting Hope’s volunteer coordinator Yasser
Perez’s moves at an outdoor dance performance. Above, junior counselors Ezra Merrill-Triplett, Jane Miller-Arsenault and Anja Rand,
prepare to serve chocolate-dipped bananas.

Five Central Vermont U-32 high school students were recently
trained in the UVM Extension’s TRY (Teens Reaching Youth)
science program, learning to teach basic lessons for elementary
school children around water and forest management. In addition to teaching 12 lessons in Vermont elementary schools,
these teens also brought their lessons to Nicaragua, where they
adapted and translated the lessons to teach to fifth and sixth
grade Nicaraguan classrooms. Their interactive lessons on
what trees need to grow and the dangers of misusing forests
and water resources, were well-received among students and
teachers alike in Nicaragua. Thanks to UVM Extension’s
TRY program for allowing us to take their curriculum to a
global level!
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Crisis forces
staff reduction
Planting Hope recently let go of six of our
10 teachers and staff in Nicaragua, due to
financial constraints related to the crisis
which has confronted Nicaragua since April
2018. Planting Hope hopes that we may
rehire employees when Nicaragua’s condition
stabilizes. Above, staff at a going-away dinner
celebration.
Read more about the crisis inside this issue of
Roots & Branches.
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Planting Hope’s 25th

Solidarity
Craft Fair

Saturday, Dec. 8 • 9am–4pm
2 Montpelier venues! 40 vendors!
all proceeds benefit Planting Hope’s projects in Nicaragua & VT

sponsored by:

Unitarian
Church

Great Craft Vendors

Huge Silent Auction

Homemade
Lunch, Hot Drinks,
& Desserts

Bethany
church

Great Craft Vendors

Baked Goods,
Homemade
Lunch & Hot
Drinks
Silent Auction

Need info? call 802-778-0344
or visit PlantingHope.org
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